
Curriculum Overview
In the EIF, Ofsted set out a conception of a quality curriculum, understanding that curriculum is different from pedagogy. This is based on both
the Ofsted review of existing research and their own curriculum research programme. Ofsted define progress in curricular terms as knowing
more and remembering more, so a curriculum needs to carefully plan for that progress by considering the building blocks and
sequence in each subject. Curriculum is about what teachers teach and when, and what pupils learn.

Subject overview: ICT & Computer Science

Curriculum Intent:

“A curriculum that is ambitious and designed to give all pupils, particularly disadvantaged pupils and including pupils with SEND, the knowledge and
cultural capital they need to succeed in life”

In ICT/CS we aim to provide a high-quality Computer Science education that equips pupils to use computational thinking and creativity to understand and
change the world. Computer Science has deep links with mathematics, science and design and technology, and provides insights into both natural and
artificial systems. At the heart of modern technology is computer science. Our curriculum ensures pupils are taught the principles that underpin modern
technology through the exploration of computation, how digital systems work and how to put this knowledge to use through programming. Building on this
knowledge and understanding, pupils are equipped to use information technology to create programs, systems and a range of content. Computing also
ensures that pupils become digitally literate – able to use, and express themselves and develop their ideas through information and communication
technology – at a level suitable for the future workplace and as active participants in a digital world.

“The curriculum is coherently planned and sequenced towards cumulatively sufficient knowledge and skills for future learning and employment.”

In ICT/CS we plan for students to:

1. understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including abstraction, logic, algorithms and data representation
2. analyse problems in computational terms, and have repeated practical experience of writing computer programs in order to solve such problems
3. evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically to solve problems
4. be responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and communication technology



“The curriculum is successfully adapted, designed or developed to be ambitious and meet the needs of pupils with SEND, developing their knowledge,
skills and abilities to apply what they know and can do with increasing fluency and independence”

In ICT/CS we are fully inclusive. We use a range of strategies for SEND students to be able to access and progress through the full curriculum. All students in
class are taught the full curriculum. Specific strategies are shown below.

Curriculum Planning:

Year: 7 CS Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point All pupils will have a basic knowledge of
using a computer, creating and managing
files. They may already have email
accounts and be able to send and receive
emails, and will have used a search
engine such as Google.

Basic IT skills such as finding
images and sizing or cropping
them to fit a given space,
selecting and editing text will be
useful. Pupils should be aware
of image size and its relevance
to speed of loading a web page
containing images.

Basic IT skills such as accessing
an email account, downloading
files, clicking on links, etc.
However, no previous knowledge
is required

Big concepts to learn Using computers safely, effectively &
responsibly

Understand a range of ways to use
technology safely, respectfully,
responsibly and securely, including
protecting their online identity and privacy;
recognise inappropriate content, contact
and conduct and know how to report
concerns

HTML and website
development

Use a range of HTML tags to
create well laid out web pages
Write CSS code to define the
styles of different parts of a web
page
Use HTML and CSS to create
their web page template

Computer crime and cyber
security

Understand a range of ways to
use technology safely,
respectfully, responsibly and
securely, including protecting
their online identity and privacy;
recognise inappropriate content,
contact and conduct and know
how to report concerns



Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)

1. File management
2. Social networking
3. Keeping your data safe

1. HTML
2. CSS
3. Design

1. Email scams
2. Computer misuse
3. Protecting personal data

Adaptations for SEND Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Case studies - Looking at hashtag
movements  / Hate crime / freedom of
speech

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Case studies looking at how we write on
social media and the consequences of
this.
Girls who code programming club

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech
Girls who code programming
club

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech
Girls who code programming club

Academic Reading Bi-weekly reading and class discussion
on an article published on google
classroom regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Links with Microsoft and Dell
Girls who code programming club

Exploration of latest tech news and
developments

Explore the school website.
Understand how the website
was designed
Links with Microsoft and Dell
Girls who code programming
club
Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Links with Microsoft and Dell
Girls who code programming club
Exploration of latest tech news
and developments



Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

● Describe guidelines for keeping their
identity secure on the Internet

● Describe what is meant by identity
theft and how to minimise the risks of
this

● Identify a probable phishing email and
deal with it appropriately

● Describe how to minimise the danger
of having their computer infected by a
virus

● Resize images before attaching to
emails

● Explain the advantages and
disadvantages of email as a method
of communication

● Write HTML code to
create a simple web
page and display it in a
browser

● Write CSS to define the
styles used in a web
page

● Create a simple
navigation system using
HTML

● Name the major Acts
concerning computer use

● Describe briefly some of
the dangers of putting
personal data on social
networking sites

● Describe briefly ways of
protecting online identity

● Identify some of the signs
of fraudulent emails and
respond appropriately

● Adhere to Copyright Law
when using written text,
downloading music etc.

● List some of the Health
and Safety hazards
associated with computer
use

Creative Project Day Students learn how to model 3D objects,
make the objects move horizontally,
vertically, diagonally and randomly, which
brings the objects to life.

Students learn how to model 3D
objects, make the objects move
horizontally, vertically, diagonally
and randomly, which brings the
objects to life.

Students learn how to model 3D
objects, make the objects move
horizontally, vertically, diagonally
and randomly, which brings the
objects to life.



Year: 8 CS Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point Pupils will have a basic understanding of
binary and its use to represent text and
images from previous years. They may
also have an understanding of input and
output devices and their role in the Input
– Process – Output sequence

Most pupils will have had implicit
experience with algorithms
through HTML & CSS
development or Scratch at key
stage 2 or 3. This is
advantageous but is not
essential.

No previous learning is
necessary with this unit but most
pupils will have had experience
of computer systems

Big concepts to learn Understanding computer systems
Pupils will be introduced to hardware and
software components that make up
computer systems, and how they
communicate with one another and with
other systems

Understand how instructions are stored
and executed within a computer system;
understand how data of various types
(including text, sounds, and pictures) can
be represented and manipulated digitally,
in the form of binary digits; be able to
convert between binary and decimal, and
perform simple binary arithmetic

Logical thinking

Pupils will be introduced to logic
in different situations

Understand how Boolean
operators can be represented in
written expressions and
Venn diagrams

Be able to complete truth tables
for logic gates and circuits with
up to three inputs

Networks

Pupils will be introduced to LANs
and WANs. They will understand
that the World Wide Web is part
of the Internet, and how web
addresses are constructed and
stored as IP addresses.
Client-server, peer-to-peer
networks and the concept of
cloud computing are all
described.

Hierarchy and sequence
of constellation
knowledge
(what will be taught and
when)

1. Elements of a computer system
2. The CPU
3. Understanding Binary

1. Logical thinking
2. Logic gates
3. Algorithmic thinking

1. The Internet
2. Connectivity
3. Topologies



Adaptations for SEND Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME icons /
influence in technological development

Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Acknowledgement of female icons /
influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Academic Reading Bi-weekly reading and class discussion
on an article published on google
classroom regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Cultural
Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Exploration of latest tech news and
developments
Girls who code programming club

Links with Microsoft and Dell
Girls who code programming
club
Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Links with Microsoft and Dell
Girls who code programming
club
Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus
Aut 2 & Sum 2)

● Distinguish between hardware and
software

● Give examples of computer hardware
and software

● Draw a block diagram showing CPU,
input, output and storage devices

● Name different types of permanent
storage device

● Be able to ask logical
questions to solve problems

● Know the common Boolean
operators:

‒ AND
‒ OR
‒ NOT

● Know different logic gates
including:

● State that the Internet is a

wide area network and the

world wide web is part of the

Internet

● Define the meaning of the

terms “domain name”, http



● Suggest appropriate input and output
devices for a simple scenario

● Explain what RAM and ROM are used
for

● Show how numbers and text can be
represented in binary

● Explain the impact of future
technologies

‒ AND gates
‒ OR gates

‒ NOT gates

protocol

● Explain the basic principle of

packet switching

● Give examples of LANs and

WANs

● Describe three different

network topologies

Creative Project Day Students learn how to create digital art
using vector design software. Students
learn how to produce lines, curves, and
vector points in order to generate
vectors’ shapes. Students learn how to
fill objects with colour and modify the
stroke property in order to provide
greater detail

Students learn how to create
digital art using vector design
software. Students learn how to
produce lines, curves, and
vector points in order to
generate vectors’ shapes.
Students learn how to fill
objects with colour and modify
the stroke property in order to
provide greater detail

Students learn how to create
digital art using vector design
software. Students learn how to
produce lines, curves, and
vector points in order to
generate vectors’ shapes.
Students learn how to fill
objects with colour and modify
the stroke property in order to
provide greater detail



Year: 9 CS Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point Pupils may have had some
previous experience of
programming at key stage 2 or 3,
i.e. block coding, HTML & CSS
development. This is
advantageous but not essential.

Pupils may have had some
previous experience of
programming at key stage 2 or 3,
i.e. block coding, HTML & CSS
development. This is
advantageous but not essential.

The tasks in this unit assume that
most pupils will have some
experience of creating basic
spreadsheets from Key Stage 2.
Pupils’ knowledge and
experience is assessed during
the first lesson of this unit so that
teachers can adapt subsequent
lessons accordingly.

Big concepts to learn Scratch Block Coding

Pupils will be introduced to the
Scratch programming
environment and begin by
reverse-engineering some
existing games. They will then
progress to planning and
developing their own games,
learning to incorporate variables,
procedures (using the Broadcast
function) and operators.

An Introduction to Python

Run simple Python programs
Write programs using different
types of data (e.g. strings and
integers)
Correctly use different variable
types (e.g. integer and floating
point), assignment statements,
arithmetic operators

Spreadsheet modelling

Design, use and evaluate
computational abstractions that
model the state and behaviour of
real-world problems and
systems.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)

1. Sprite movement
2. Lives and Scoring
3. Add a new level

1. Strings and variables
2. Data types and arithmetic
3. Selection

1. Computer models
2. Creating a financial model
3. What if scenarios

Adaptations for SEND Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords



Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech
Girls who code programming
club

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech
Girls who code programming
club

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech
Girls who code programming
club

Academic Reading Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments
Girls who code programming
club

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments
Girls who code programming
club

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments
Girls who code programming
club

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

● Design simple algorithms
to solve problems

● Sequence instructions in
order to make things
happen

● Use variables in
programming structures

● Assemble code in
procedural blocks

● Use simple Boolean
operators in programming
code

● Write programs using
different types of data
(e.g. strings and integers)

● Correctly use different
variable types (e.g.
integer and floating point),
assignment statements,
arithmetic operators

● Understand to write if
statements and use
boolean operators (or,
and and not)

● Give examples of how
computer models are
used in the real world

● Format a simple
spreadsheet model

● Use simple formulae and
functions

● Name cells in a
spreadsheet model



● Use a simple spreadsheet
model to explore different
“what if” scenarios

Creative Project Day Students learn how to create digital
games using scratch such as motor
racing games (wherein a user races
against the clock or the computer) and
space invader (users, from their
spaceship, shoot at space rocks
invading the users’ territory).

Students learn how to create digital
games using scratch such as motor
racing games (wherein a user races
against the clock or the computer) and
space invader (users, from their
spaceship, shoot at space rocks
invading the users’ territory).

Students learn how to create digital
games using scratch such as motor
racing games (wherein a user races
against the clock or the computer) and
space invader (users, from their
spaceship, shoot at space rocks
invading the users’ territory).



Year: 10 IT Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point No prior knowledge is essential
with this unit. However, students
should have a basic
understanding of website design
from lessons delivered as part of
the Key Stage 3 national
curriculum.

No prior knowledge is essential
with this unit. However, students
should have a basic
understanding of website design
and spreadsheet modelling from
lessons delivered as part of the
Key Stage 3 national curriculum.

No prior knowledge is essential
with this unit. However, students
should have a basic
understanding of website design
and spreadsheet modelling from
lessons delivered as part of the
Key Stage 3 national curriculum.

Big concepts to learn Unit 1. Exploring UI Design
Principles and Project
Planning Techniques

Unit 1. Exploring UI Design
Principles and Project
Planning Techniques

Unit 2. Collecting, Presenting
And Interpreting Data

Unit 2. Collecting, Presenting
And Interpreting Data

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)

● A1. Understand design
principles

● A2. Identify user system
needs

● B1. Understand project
planning techniques

● B2. Plan the development of
a user interface

● C1. Develop a user interface

● C2.  Review the user

interface

● A1. Anaylse business data

● B1. Design a dashboard for
business data

● C. Review the effectiveness
of the dashboard

Adaptations for SEND Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions



Targeted questioning Targeted questioning Targeted questioning

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism Acknowledgement of BAME

icons / influence in
technological development

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in
technological development

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in
technological development

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Academic Reading Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

● Analyse how two different
types of user interface meet
the design principles and
user needs with relevant
detailed examples.

● Create an appropriate
project plan for the design of
a user interface which makes
effective use of project
planning techniques

● Create a detailed and
considered initial design that
shows how it meets MOST
user requirements.

● Use their design plan to
produce a user interface.

● Explain the strengths and
weaknesses of both their
user interface and project
plan, summarising decisions
made.

● Explain how data collection
methods and their features
affect the quality of data
across two sectors, with
relevant examples.

● Create a dashboard using
data manipulation tools

● Draw conclusions and review
data presentation methods



Year: 11 IT Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point Basic knowledge of IT or
Computing learned during Key
Stage 3.Consolidated units
from user interface and data
from Y10.

Students will be able to apply
knowledge from spec A and B
into Spec C drawing on
connections.

Revision and preparation for
exams

Big concepts to learn Finalise anything outstanding
from unit 1 and unit 2

Unit 3. Effective Digital
Working Practices

A. Modern technologies
B. Cyber security

Unit 3. Effective Digital
Working Practices

C. Implications of digital
systems
D.Planning-and-communicatio
n

Revision and preparation for
exams

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)

● A1. Communication
technologies

● A2. Cloud storage and
computing

● A3. Using cloud technologies
● A4. Modern team working
● A5. Inclusivity and

accessibility
● A6. Impacts of modern

technologies

● C1. Shared data
● C2. Environmental issues
● C3.  Equal access
● C4. Use policies
● C5. Data protection
● C6. Criminal use
●
● D1.  Data flow diagrams
● D2. Flowcharts
● D3. System diagrams
● D4. Tables

Revision and preparation for
exams

Adaptations for SEND Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords

Revision and preparation for
exams



Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning
Gamification Learning

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism

Keynote speakers
Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Keynote speakers
Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Revision and preparation for
exams

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Encouraging women in the tech
to highlight shortage.

Encouraging women in the tech
to highlight shortage.

Revision and preparation for
exams

Academic Reading Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Revision and preparation for
exams

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Opportunities to see server room
and talk to technicians at school.
Reflecting on remote learning
and how organisations such as
Twitter as turned to this. Looking
at cloud systems links with
Microsoft - Accessibility

Exploring Law in IT. Students
given opportunity to  interview
class teach against policies and
study case studies

Revision and preparation for
exams

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

● Describe setting up
and using ad hoc
networks

● Describe changes to
modern teams
facilitated by modern
technologies:

- Based worldwide,
multicultural,

● Explain how data is
shared between
organisations

● Understand the
responsible use of data
with respect to privacy

● Understand the impact of
manufacture, use and
disposal of IT systems on
the environment

Revision and preparation for
exams



inclusive, in different
time zones, flexible

● Describe how modern
technologies can be
used to manage
modern teams:

- Collaboration tools,
communication
tools, scheduling
and planning tools

● Describe how
organisations use
modern technologies
to communicate with
stakeholders:

- Communication
platforms (website,
social media, email,
voice
communication)

● Describe features and
uses of cloud storage
including
synchronisation of
cloud and individual
devices and availability
(24/7)

● Describe features and
uses of cloud
computing including
online applications and
collaboration
tools/features

● Understand the
importance of providing
equal access to digital
services and information

● To understand the
purpose and use of
acceptable use policies

● To understand Data
protection principles

● To understand the
criminal use of computer
systems including
unauthorised access and
modification of materials

● explain the use of a data
flow diagram

● draw a simple data flow
diagram

● draw an accurate
flowchart representing a
more complex scenario or
algorithm

● describe the advantages
of presenting data in a
graph or chart rather than
a table of figures

● give a written
explanation of figures in a
table or graph



Year: 10 CS Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point No prior knowledge is essential
with this unit. However, students
should have a basic
understanding of computer
systems and programming from
lessons delivered as part of the
Key Stage 3 national curriculum.

No prior knowledge is essential
with this unit. However, students
should have a basic
understanding of computer
systems and programming from
lessons delivered as part of the
Key Stage 3 national curriculum

No prior knowledge is essential
with this unit. However, students
should have a basic
understanding of computer
systems and programming from
lessons delivered as part of the
Key Stage 3 national curriculum

Big concepts to learn 1. System Architecture
7. Programming

2. Data representation
7. Programming

3. Networks
7. Programming

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)

● 1.1 Architecture of the CPU

● 1.2 CPU performance and

Embedded system

● 1.3 Primary Memory

● 1.4 Secondary storage

● 7.1 Programming techniques

● 7.2 Sequence and selection

● 2.1 Units and binary

numbers

● 2.2 Binary arithmetic and

hexadecimal

● 2.3 Characters

● 2.4 Images

● 2.5 Sound

● 2.6 Compression, Files types

and Encryption

● 7.3 Iteration

● 3.1 The Internet and wide

area networks

● 3.2 Local Area Networks

● 3.3 Wireless networking

● 3.4 Client-server and P2P

networks

● 3.5 Standards Protocols

and layers

● 7.3 Iteration

● 7.4 Arrays

Adaptations for SEND Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords



Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism Acknowledgement of BAME

icons / influence in
technological development

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in
technological development

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in
technological development

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Academic Reading Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

● Describe key components of

the CPU

● Provides examples of

embedded systems

● Explain the purpose of RAM,

ROM and virtual memory

● Identify the three main types

of secondary storage and

provide examples

● Write python programs that

● Convert between numbers

bases:

○ Denary

○ Binary

○ Hexadecimal

● Implement binary addition

● Explain the difference

between ASCII and unicode

● Implement iteration

constructs:

○ While

● Define a Wide Area Network

● Describe the nature of the
Internet as a worldwide
collection of computer
networks

● Describe the difference
between a Local Area
Network and a Wide Area
Network

● Describe star and mesh
network topologies

● Understand wireless modes
of connection, including:

‒ Wi-Fi



incorporate:

o Data types, operators and

I/O

o Strings and Numbers

o Selection constructs

○ For loop

○ Do loop

○ Infinite loop

● Explain what a bitmap image

is

● Explain the terms image

resolution and colour depth

● Calculate the file size of a

bitmap

● Populate lists and arrays

● Explain how sound is

sampled

● Explain the terms sample

rate and bit depth

● Calculate the file size of a

sound file

● Explain the difference

between lossy and lossless

compression

● Know the different file

formats

● Explain what encryption is

‒ Bluetooth

● Explain the need for Wireless
Access Points to create
wireless hotspots

● Describe what is meant by:

● Hosting

● The Cloud

● Describe the factors that
affect network performance

● Describe the uses of
communications protocols
including:

‒ HTTP

‒ HTTPS

● Explain the need for IP
addressing of resources on
the Internet and how this can
be facilitated by the role of
DNS services

● Understand the need for
Network Interface Cards and
the uses of MAC addressing

● Explain packet switching

● Describe routers and
switches needed to connect
stand-alone computers into a
Local Area Network

● Explain the use of Ethernet
standards to transmit data
over a wired network



● Understand how encryption
is used to secure data across
network connections

● Explain the role of computers
in client-server and
peer-to-peer networks

● Explain the advantages and
disadvantages of
client-server and
peer-to-peer networks

● Explain the advantages and
disadvantages of various
transmission media

● Describe the uses of
communications protocols
including:

‒ FTP

‒ POP

‒ IMAP

‒ SMTP

Year: 11 CS Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point No prior knowledge is essential
with this unit. However, students
should have a basic
understanding of computer
systems from lessons delivered
as part of the Key Stage 3
national curriculum.

No prior knowledge is essential
with this unit. However, students
should have a basic
understanding of computer
systems from lessons delivered
as part of the Key Stage 3
national curriculum.

Revision and preparation for
exams



Big concepts to learn 3. Networks
6. Algorithms
7. Programming

6. Algorithms
4. Network Security
8. Logic and language
7. Programming

Revision and preparation for
exams

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)

● 3.1 The Internet and wide
area networks

● 3.2 Local Area Networks
● 3.3 Wireless networking
● 3.4 Client-server and P2P

networks
● 3.5 Standards Protocols and

layers
● 6.1 Computational thinking
● 6.2 Searching algorithms
● 6.3 Sorting algorithms
● 7.4 Arrays

● 6.4 Flowcharts
● 4.1 Network threats
● 4.2 Preventing vulnerabilities
● 4.3 Operating systems
● 4.4 Utility software
● 8.1 Logic diagrams and truth

tables
● 8.2 Defensive design
● 8.3 Errors and testing
● 8.4 Translators and facilities
● 8.5 IDEs

Revision and preparation for
exams

Adaptations for SEND Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Revision and preparation for
exams

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Revision and preparation for
exams

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Revision and preparation for
exams

Academic Reading Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the

Revision and preparation for
exams



tech sector tech sector

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Opportunities to see the network
server room and talk to
technicians at school.

Opportunities to see the network
server room and talk to
technicians at school.

Revision and preparation for
exams

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

● Define a Wide Area Network

● Describe the nature of the
Internet as a worldwide
collection of computer
networks

● Describe the difference
between a Local Area
Network and a Wide Area
Network

● Describe star and mesh
network topologies

● Understand wireless modes
of connection, including:

‒ Wi-Fi

‒ Bluetooth

● Explain the need for Wireless
Access Points to create
wireless hotspots

● Describe what is meant by:

● Hosting

● The Cloud

● Describe the factors that
affect network performance

● Describe the uses of
communications protocols
including:

● Understand forms of attack
and threats posed to a
network including:

‒ Malware
‒ Phishing
‒ Social engineering
‒ Brute force attacks
‒ Data interception and

theft

● Identify and understand the
prevention of vulnerabilities
including the use of:

‒ penetration testing
‒ user access levels
‒ encryption

● Explain the need for the
following functions of an
operating system:

‒ User interface
‒ Memory

management and
multitasking

‒ Peripheral
management and
drivers

‒ User management
‒ File management

● Describe the purpose and
functionality of common utility
software including:

Revision and preparation for
exams



‒ HTTP

‒ HTTPS

‒ Encryption software
‒ Defragmentation software



Year: 12 IT Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point Students would benefit from having
studied relevant material from the
KS3 National Curriculum and more
specifically an IT or Computer
Science related GCSE. However,
the material presented in this unit
will not assume that students have
studied these!

Students will sit MOCK on spec
A AND B and will use knowledge
from this to discuss and evaluate
how organisations operate online
and the factors considered in
order to do this.

Basic IT skills such as finding
images and sizing or cropping
them to fit a given space,
selecting and editing text will be
useful.

Big concepts to learn Unit 1: Information Technology
Systems

A. Digital devices in IT systems
B. Transmitting data
C. Operating Online

Unit 1: Information Technology
Systems

D. Protecting data and
Information
E Impact of IT systems
F Issues

Unit 3: Using Social Media in
Business

A. Explore the impact of social
media on the ways in which
businesses promote their
products and services

B. Develop a plan to use social
media in a business to meet
requirements

C. Implement the use of social
media in a business.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)

● A1 - Digital devices
● A2 - The function of digital

devices
● A3 - Peripheral devices and

media
● A4 - Operating systems
● A5 - Choice and use of

operating systems

● C1- Online systems
● C2- Use and selection of

online systems
● C3- Interacting with online

communities
● C4- Organisations and online

communities

● A1 Social media websites
● A2 Business uses of social
● media
● A3 Risks and issues
● B1 Social media planning
● processes
● B2 Business requirements
● B3 Content planning and



● A6 - Utility and application
software

● A7 - Emerging technologies
● A8 - Choosing IT systems
● B1 - Connectivity
● B2 - Connectivity types
● B3 - Networks
● B4 - Choice of Network
● B5 - Issues relating to

transmission
● C1- Online systems
● C2- Use and selection of

online systems
● C3- Interacting with online

communities
● C4- Organisations and

online communities

● D1- Threats to data
● D2- Impact of threats
● D3-  Protecting data
● D4- Encryption methods
● D5- Role of legislation
● D6- Access control backup
● E1 Online services
● E2 Impact on organisations
● E3 Using and manipulating

data
● F1 Moral and ethical issues
● F2 Legal issues

● publishing
● B4 Developing an online
● community
● B5 Developing a social media
● policy
● B6 Reviewing and refining
● Plans
● C1 Creating accounts and
● profiles
● C2 Content creation and
● publication
● C3 Implementation of online
● community building
● C4 Data gathering and
● analysis
● C5 Skills, knowledge and
● behaviours

Adaptations for SEND Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Use of presentations and
knowledge organisers.
Gamification learning

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Use of presentations and
knowledge organisers.
Gamification learning

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME icons /
influence in technological
development

Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Opportunities to embed Encouraging women in the tech to Acknowledgement of female Acknowledgement of female



Anti-sexism highlight shortage. icons / influence in tech icons / influence in tech

Academic Reading Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article published
on google classroom regarding
current events in the tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Opportunities to see the server
room and talk to technicians at
school. Microsoft partnership

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

Students will sit a summative test
at the end of the learning aim
which should take about one hour.

These tests are designed to reflect
the style of questions which will be
experienced in an external
examination. They also aim to give
opportunities for all students to
demonstrate the knowledge of the
subject from Pass to Distinction
levels.

Students will sit a summative test
at the end of the learning aim
which should take about one
hour.

These tests are designed to
reflect the style of questions
which will be experienced in an
external examination. They also
aim to give opportunities for all
students to demonstrate the
knowledge of the subject from
Pass to Distinction levels.

Students will write a report that
explores how their chosen
business could have used social
media to raise its profile and
promote products and services.



Year: 13 IT Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point No prior knowledge is essential
with this unit. However, students
should have a basic
understanding of computer
systems from lessons delivered
as part of the Key Stage 3 / 4
national curriculum.

No prior knowledge is essential
with this unit. However, students
should have a basic
understanding of computer
systems from lessons delivered
as part of the Key Stage 3 / 4
national curriculum.

No prior knowledge is essential
with this unit. However, students
should have a basic
understanding of HTML from
lessons delivered as part of the
Key Stage 3 / 4 national
curriculum.

Big concepts to learn Unit 2: Creating Systems to
Manage Information

A. The purpose and structure
of relational database
management systems

B. Standard methods and
techniques to design relational
database solutions

C. Creating a relational
database structure

Unit 2: Creating Systems to
Manage Information

Exam Preparation

Unit 6: Web development

A. Understand the principles of
website development

Unit 6: Web development

A. continued

B. Design a website to meet
client requirements

C. Develop a website to meet
client requirements.

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)

● A1. Relational database
management systems

● A2. Manipulating data
structures and data in
relational databases

● A3. Normalisation
● B1. Relational database

design
● B2. Design documentation
● C1. Producing a database

● D1. Database design
evaluation

● D2. Evaluating the
application

● D3. Evaluating the software
outcome

● REVISION FOR EXAM JAN
19TH / 20TH

● A1. Purpose and principles
of website products

● A Understand the principles of
website development

● B Design a website to meet
client requirements

● C Develop a website to meet
client requirements.

● A Understand the principles of
website development

● B Design a website to meet
client requirements



solution
● C2. Testing and refining the

database solution

● A2. Factors affecting website
performance

● C Develop a website to meet
client requirements.

Adaptations for SEND Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Teacher Miss Holness speaking on
web experience as a web designer

Teacher Miss Holness speaking on
web experience as a web designer

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Academic Reading Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Microsoft partnership / School
how databases are used in the
real world.
Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Microsoft partnership / School
how databases are used in the
real world.
Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Microsoft partnership / School
how databases are used in the
real world.
Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Student Voice WWW
● Fun / engaging lessons

EBI
● Lesson teaching from

slides

Students are given the
opportunity to pick websites they
are interested in to evaluate and
analyse.

Students are given the
opportunity to pick websites they
are interested in to evaluate and
analyse.



● More group work and
independent support

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

● Demonstrate knowledge of
database development
terminology, standards,
concepts and processes

● Apply knowledge and
understanding of database
development terminology,
standards, concepts and
processes to create a
software product to meet a
client brief

● Analyse information about
database problems and data
from test results to optimise
the performance of a
database solution

● Evaluate evidence to make
informed judgements about
the success of a database’s
design and performance

● Be able to develop a
database solution to meet a
client brief with appropriate
justification

● Students will work on past
papers and complete a task
for the progress check.
Possible screen recording of
talking through steps.

● Demonstrate knowledge of
database development
terminology, standards,
concepts and processes

● Apply knowledge and
understanding of database
development terminology,
standards, concepts and
processes to create a
software product to meet a
client brief

● Analyse information about
database problems and data
from test results to optimise
the performance of a
database solution

● Evaluate evidence to make
informed judgements about
the success of a database’s
design and performance

● Be able to develop a
database solution to meet a
client brief with appropriate
justification

● Compare the principles of
website design used in two
websites, including their
suitability for the intended
audience and intended
purpose.

● Analyse how the principles of
website design are used to
produce creative,
high-performance websites
that meet client

Students will write a report
describing the different types and
purposes of websites. This will
include an explanation of the
factors that affect website
performance and mathematical
principles used in website
development.

Learners’ devised design
documentation arising from
the identification of client
requirements.
A digital version of the
website product, including an
observation record sheet and
supporting documentation,
such as scripts and annotated
screenshots, to justify design
decisions.
A report evaluating the design
and the website against the
client requirements.



requirements.
● Evaluate how the principles

of website design are used to
produce creative,
high-performance websites
that meet client requirements



Year: 12 CS Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point Students should have a basic
understanding of programming
from lessons delivered as part of
the Key Stage 3 national
curriculum and preferably also a
GCSE course in Computer
Science.

Students should have a basic
understanding of computer
systems and data representation
from lessons delivered as part of
the Key Stage 3 national
curriculum and preferably also a
GCSE course in Computer
Science.

Students should have a basic
understanding of computer
systems and networks from
lessons delivered as part of the
Key Stage 3 national curriculum
and preferably also a GCSE
course in Computer Science.

Big concepts to learn 1. Programming
2. Problem solving

3. Data representation
4. Hardware and software

Unit 5. Computer Architecture
Unit 6. Networks And
Communication

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)

1.1 Programming fundamentals
1.2 Selection
1.3 Iteration
1.4 Arrays
1.5 Subroutines
1.6 Files and exception handling
2.1 Computational thinking
2.2 Structured programming
2.3 Writing and interpreting
algorithms
2.4 Testing
2.5 Abstraction and automation
2.6 Finite state machines

3.1 Number systems
3.2 Bytes, text and error
checking
3.3 Binary arithmetic and
fractions
3.4 Representing images
3.5 Representing sound
3.6 Data compression &
encryption
4.1 Hardware and software
4.2 Role of an operating system
4.3 Programming language
classification
4.4 Programming language
translators
4.5 Logic gates
4.6 Boolean algebra

5.1 Internal Computer
Architecture
5.2 The processor
5.3 The Processor Instruction set
5.4 Assembly Language
5.5 Input / Output Devices
5.6 Secondary Storage devices
6.1 Communication Methods
6.2 Network Topology
6.3 Client-Server and
Peer-To-Peer
6.4 Wireless Networking
6.5 Communication & Privacy

Adaptations for SEND Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling



Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Academic Reading Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the
tech sector

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

● explain the difference
between a variable and a
constant

● write a pseudocode solution
for a simple problem
involving iteration and
selection

● use nested selection and
iteration statements

● use arithmetic operations
and Boolean operations
NOT, AND and OR

● convert between decimal,
binary and hexadecimal
number systems

● define bits and bytes, and
use names, symbols and
prefixes appropriately

● know how to use the ASCII
table

● use arithmetic operations
and Boolean operations
NOT, AND and OR

● describe the role of the
processor, main memory,
buses and I/O controllers
and how they relate to
each other

● describe the
Fetch-Execute cycle

● write assembly code to
perform tasks involving
data transfer, arithmetic
operations, comparison
and branch instructions

● apply immediate and
direct addressing modes

● be able to suggest



● use functions and library
subroutines including random
number generation

● know how to define and call
a subroutine in a program

● construct algorithms using
one-dimensional arrays

● read from and write to a
simple text file

● check solutions to simple
logic problems

● interpret a hierarchy chart for
a given problem

● list three basic programming
structures

● list two benefits of structured
programming techniques

● interpret simple algorithms to
describe their purpose

● list two features of a good
algorithm

● describe what is meant by
normal, boundary and invalid
data and use them in a test
plan

● Give examples of some
types of abstraction, e.g.
information hiding,
procedural and functional
abstraction

● identify the symbols used in
an automaton and say

● know how simple error
checking methods are used
in transmission

● know how to add and
multiply two unsigned binary
numbers

● convert between signed
binary and decimal

● explain how images are
represented in terms of
pixels, resolution and colour
depth

● know the function of an
analogue to digital convertor

● know what MIDI and event
message are used for

● use basic encryption to
create ciphertext

● Define the terms hardware
and software and explain the
relationship between them

● Explain what is meant by
system software and
application software

● Describe some of the
functions of operating
systems and utility programs

● State with examples what is
meant by high- and low-level
languages

suitable applications for a
range of input and output
devices

● compare the capacity and
speed of access of
various media

● explain the difference
between von Neumann
and Harvard architectures
and describe where each
is typically used

● devise suitable masks
and logical operations to
perform given tasks in
assembly language

● describe the principles of
operation of a range of
input, output and storage
devices

● Discuss the advantages
of serial over parallel
transmission

● Explain the relationship
between baud rate and bit
rate

● Differentiate between and
explain the advantages of
physical star and logical
bus network topologies

● Explain peer-to-peer and
client-server networking

● Explain the purpose of
Wi-Fi

● List components required
for wireless networking

● Explain the role of a
wireless network SSID in
keeping the network



whether a string is accepted
by it ● Identify machine code and

assembly code as low-level
languages

● Explain why program
translators are needed

● Explain the difference
between source and object
code

● Interpret simple assembly
code programs

● Construct truth tables for a
variety of logic gates

● Draw and interpret logic gate
circuit diagrams involving
multiple gates

● Write a Boolean expression
for a given logic gate circuit

● Draw an equivalent logic
gate circuit for a given Boolean
expression

secure
● Comment on the current

capacity to distribute,
publish, communicate
and disseminate personal
information and the
benefits and drawbacks
of this capability

● Discuss some of the
issues involved in regard
to the collection and
analysing of personal
information by security
agencies and other
organisations

● Discuss the
responsibilities of
software engineers and
computer scientists to
monitor the use of the
algorithms that they
devise and deploy

● Compare synchronous
and asynchronous data
transmission

● Compare physical star
and bus network topology
in terms of advantages
and disadvantages

● Explain the wireless
protocols CSMA/CA and
RTS/CTS

● Be able to discuss the
challenges facing
legislators in the digital
age

●



Year: 13 CS Autumn Spring Summer

Students’ starting point Students should have a good
understanding programming
principles and techniques from
lessons delivered in year 12.

Students should have a good
understanding networks and
algorithmic thinking from lessons
delivered in year 12.

NEA finalisation, Revision and
preparation for exams

Big concepts to learn 11. Databases & System
development
12. OOP & Functional
Programming
NEA - Analysis
NEA - Design
NEA -  Technical Solution
Paper 1 - Skeleton code

7. Data structures
8. Algorithms
9. Regular expressions
10. The Internet
13. Social, Legal And Cultural
Issues
NEA -  Technical Solution
NEA -  Testing
NEA -  Evaluation
Paper 1 - Skeleton code

NEA finalisation, Revision and
preparation for exams

Hierarchy and sequence of
constellation knowledge
(what will be taught and when)

● 11.1 Entity relationship
modelling

● 11.2 Relational databases &
normalisation

● 11.3 Introduction to SQL
● 11.4 Defining & updating

tables using SQL
● 11.5 Systematic approach to

problem solving
● 12.1 Basic Concepts Of

OOP
● 12.2 OOP Design Principles
● 12.3 Functional Application
● 12.4 Functional Application
● 12.5 Lists In Functional

● 7.1 Queues
● 7.2 Lists
● 7.3 stacks
● 7.4 Hash Tables
● 7.5 Graphs
● 7.6 Trees
● 7.7 Vectors
● 8.1 Recursive Algorithms
● 8.2 Big-O notation
● 8.3 Searching And Sorting
● 8.4 Graph Traversal

Algorithms
● 8.5 Optimisation Algorithms
● 8.6 Limits Of Computation
● 9.1 Mealy machines
● 9.2 Sets
● 9.3 Regular expressions

NEA finalisation, Revision and
preparation for exams



Programming
● NEA - Analysis
● NEA - Design
● NEA -  Technical Solution
● Paper 1 - Skeleton code

● 9.4 Turing machine
● 9.5 Backus-Naur form &

Syntax diagrams
● 9.6 Reverse Polish notation
● 10.1 Structure of the internet
● 10.2 Packet switching and

routers
● 10.3 Internet security
● 10.4 TCP IP & Layer

protocols
● 10.5 IP Addressing system
● 10.6 Client-server model
● 10.7 Big data
● 13. Social, Legal And

Cultural Issues

Adaptations for SEND Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

Walk-through / Live examples
Modelling
Exploration of keywords
Support from MA pupil
Clarification of instructions
Targeted questioning

NEA finalisation, Revision and
preparation for exams

Opportunities to embed
Anti-racism Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

Keynote speakers

Acknowledgement of BAME
icons / influence in technological
development

NEA finalisation, Revision and
preparation for exams

Opportunities to embed
Anti-sexism

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

Acknowledgement of female
icons / influence in tech

NEA finalisation, Revision and
preparation for exams

Academic Reading Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the

Bi-weekly reading and class
discussion on an article
published on google classroom
regarding current events in the

NEA finalisation, Revision and
preparation for exams



tech sector tech sector

Cultural Capital/Careers/Cross
Curricular links / SMSC

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

Exploration of latest tech news
and developments

NEA finalisation, Revision and
preparation for exams

Students end point
(inc. assessment focus Aut 2 &
Sum 2)

● check solutions to simple
logic problems

● interpret a hierarchy chart for
a given problem

● list three basic programming
structures

● list two benefits of structured
programming techniques

● interpret simple algorithms to
describe their purpose

● list two features of a good
algorithm

● describe what is meant by
normal, boundary and invalid
data and use them in a test
plan

● Give examples of some
types of abstraction, e.g.
information hiding,
procedural and functional
abstraction

● Identify the symbols used in
a finite state machine and
say whether a string is
accepted by it

● Understand the structure of
the Internet

● Define the terms hardware
and software and explain the
relationship between them

● Explain what is meant by
system software and
application software

● Describe some of the
functions of operating
systems and utility programs

● State with examples what is
meant by high- and low-level
languages

● Identify machine code and
assembly code as low-level
languages

● Explain why program
translators are needed

● Explain the difference
between source and object
code

● Interpret simple assembly
code programs

● Construct truth tables for a
variety of logic gates

● Draw and interpret logic gate
circuit diagrams involving
multiple gates

NEA finalisation, Revision and
preparation for exams



● Describe the term ‘Uniform
Resource Locator’ in the
context of networking

● Explain the terms ‘domain
name’ and ‘IP address’

● Understand the purpose and
function of the Domain Name
Server (DNS) system

● Understand the role of
packet switching and routers

● Consider where and why
routers and gateways are
used

● Understand how a firewall
works

● Explain symmetric and
asymmetric encryption and
key exchange

● Discuss worms, Trojans and
viruses and the
vulnerabilities that they
exploit

● Discuss how improved code
quality, monitoring and
protection can be used
against such threats

● Describe the roles of the four
layers in the TCP/IP protocol
stack

● Describe the role of sockets
in the TCP/IP stack

● Write a Boolean expression
for a given logic gate circuit

● Draw an equivalent logic
gate circuit for a given
Boolean expression

● Interpret finite state
machines with and without
output

● Define a set by listing its
members

● Calculate a subset,
membership, union,
intersection, and difference
of given sets

● Form and use simple regular
expressions for string
manipulation and matching

● Explain the structure of a
simple Turing machine.

● Read BNF production rules
and validate input strings.

● Convert simple infix form to
Reverse Polish Notation and
vice versa



● Be familiar with MAC
addresses

● Be familiar with transferring
files using FTP as an
anonymous and
non-anonymous user

● Know that an IP address is
split into a network identifier
and a host identifier part

● Know that there are currently
two standards of IP address,
(v4 and v6) and why v6 was
introduced

● Distinguish between routable
and non-routable IP
addresses

● Be familiar with the client
server model

● Compare and contrast
thin-client computing with
thick-client computing

● write an entity description for
each entity in a database

● define the terms attribute,
primary key, composite
primary key and foreign key

● produce a simple entity
relationship diagram
involving two or three entities

● use SQL to retrieve, update,
insert and delete data from a
single table



● state what is meant by a
client-server database

● state a problem that can
arise from concurrent access
on a client-server database
and name a method for
overcoming it

● list tasks performed by an
analyst and a designer
during system design




